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Upcoming Meetings & Events
July - The Club is on vacation. No meeting but Nets will meet as usual.

August - Meeting at the Bunker 8 PM. There will be a business meeting followed by a
presentation by Pete K9OWQ on the Annual Badger Ham Radio Cruise. W9VT will also be open for
business. Come out, bring a friend and see what is going on at Tri-Town.

September - The Annual Club Picnic will be held September 12, 2015 at Monee
Reservoir starting at noon with food at 1 PM. As in the past, the cost will be $5 per person which will
include a raffle ticket. You asked to bring a chair, something to drink and a dish to pass. More
information on the picnic will be sent out as we get closer to the date of the event. The picnic is in lieu
of a meeting.

New 75 Meter SSB Net for Tri-Town
What are you doing Saturday mornings? Why not get on the air and check into Tri-Town’s newest
net. Jim, KB9VR, has started a new 75 Meter SSB net on 3860 at 9 AM local time. Why not check in
and hear what’s happening?

From The President's Desk
From Todd KA9IUC
June was a very busy month for Club activities. The Driving the Dixie motorcade communications, the
Driving the Dixie Special Event Station, an Field Day were all successful due to efforts of the Club's
membership. Trish N9WDG and Martin WD9JGG spent months attending meetings for the motorcade
event, organized operators and coordinated Tri-Town's responsibilities. Brian WD9HSY coordinated
the W9D Special event Station activities. Trish N9WDG will handle certificate requests. Field Day was
joint effort by all those involved in this annual contest for points. I want to give my thanks to all the
organizers and participants in these three events. Events such as these show how great Tri-Town is,
what our members can do and what we can provide to the community.
An opening the Club's Board of Directors has been filled by vote of the Board. The Board welcomes
Mac Kirkpatrick WA9CYL. He fills the position vacated by Randy N9KKN.
Again, I want to thank all Club members for their continued support of the Club and its activities. We
need your continuing help with financial support, activities and programs to keep our Club great.

Facebook https://www.facebook.com/tritownrac

Officers, Board Members, & Committee Heads for 2015:
Todd Schumann, KA9IUC
Matt Schumann, N9OTL
Trish Jaggard, N9WDG
Jim Everand, WD9GXU
Mac Kirkpatrick, WA9CYL
Pete Schaper KE9YX
Bruce Haffner, WD9GHK
Tom Gunderson, W9SRV
Brian J. Bedoe, WD9HSY

President
VP, Chair. of Board
Treasurer
Secretary
Board Member
Board Member
W9VT Trustee, Dir
Webmaster, W9VT
Repeater Trustee,
Oscillator Editor, Dir.

708.423.7066
708.423.7066
708.957.1973
708.748.6798
708.672.5830
708.481.4273
708.614.6134
815.466-0245
815.469.1383

tschum3063@aol.com
mattschumann@yahoo.com
the_jaggards@sbcglobal.net
None @ No I’ don’t have one
wa9cyl@comcast.net
p.k.schaper@sbcglobal.net
WD9GHK@comcast.net
webmaster@w9vt.org
Bbedoe@aol.com

Members of the Tri-Town Radio Club Inc. publish the Oscillator 6 times a year. Opinions expressed are not
necessarily those of the Officers or members of the Tri-Town RAC, but of the contributors. All articles may be
reprinted as long as full credit is given. Other publications are asked to reciprocate their newsletter. Some
Articles printed here are from AMSAT, ARRL Letter, TAPR, World Radio, QRZ.COM, Eham, and Other
Amateur Radio Publications.

Club Meetings & Nets
Club meetings are the 3rd Friday of each month at the Village of Hazel Crest Village Hall, 170th and Holmes.
All are welcome and refreshments will serve. Don’t forget to bring a Friend.

Club Hangouts:
The Club’s Repeater 146.805 WD9HSY/R & 146.49 Simplex
442.375 Homewood, 441.300 Grant Park WA9WLN/R, “Waldofar”
443.325 Frankfort WD9HSY/R & 147.165 Kankakee Co. WD9HSY/R
All UHF’s use a 114.8 PL & All VHF’s use a 107.2 PL

Club Nets
2 Mtr FM 49’ers Net
Wednesday, 8:00 PM Local, The Club’s Repeater 146.805 -600kc 107.2 PL
2 Mtr FM Preparedness Net Sundays, 8:00 PM local,
The Club’s Repeater 146.805 -600kc 107.2 PL
10 Mtr SSB Net
Thursdays, 8:00 PM Local, 28.490 SSB USB.
40 Mtr Tri-Town Alumni Net Weekdays, 2200 UTC
7.285 SSB LSB
80 Mtr SSB Net
Saturdays, 9am local
3.860 SSB LSB

Hamfests in the Area
07/11/2015
07/12/2015
07/19/2015
08/02/2015
08/08/2015
08/15/2015
08/16/2015
09/11/2015
09/12/2015
09/19/2015
01/17/2016

Swapfest '15
FRRL Hamfest
Karsfest
Hamfesters Hamfest
Racine Megacycle
E Central Ill Hamfest
TARA Hamfest
W9DXCC Convention
CFMC Radio Expo :
Peoria Superfest
Wheaton HAMFEST

S. Milwaukee ARC
Aurora, IL
Peotone, IL
Peotone, IL
Sturtevant, WI
Danville, IL
Lafayette, IN
Schaumburg, IL
Belvidere, IL
Peoria, IL
St. Charles, IL

http://www.qsl.net/wa9txe
http://frrl.org
http://w9az.com/karsfest.html
http://ham-ham.org
http://www.w9udu.org
http://vcara-hamfest.info
http://w9reg.org
http://www.w9dxcc.com
http://chicagofmclub.org
http://www.w9uvi.org/?page_id=2715
http://www.wheatonhamfest.org

Bill Fayta, N9JWO - SK
Bill Fayta, N9JWO became a silent key on June 30th, he was 90 years old. Bill was a
valuable member of Tri-Town for many years. He served as Club Treasurer for ten years. Bill
was also known for his work on the Club's satellite station and making QSOs through the
birds. Bill will be missed. Services were held July 3rd.

Field Day 2015
The log has been closed on Tri-Town's 2015 Field Day effort. The log indicates 1114 contact
points and 1090 bonus points for a total of 2204 points. Better than last year! Peter KE9YX
and Jim WD9GXU spent time working on the satellite antennas and getting the necessary
tracking information. When operating, Peter could hear the satellite, hear himself through the
satellite but could not make a contact. Ed K9EGS worked digital and made 37 contacts. Jerry
K9PMV and Greg WB9MII worked CW and made 134 QSOs. Phone contacts numbering 215
were made by other operators. All of the station antennas and radios worked flawlessly. The
following operated Field Day: Todd KA9IUC, Peter KE9YX, Jim WD9GXU, Ed K9EGS, Jerry
K9PMV, Randy N9KKN, Greg WB9MII, Matt N9OTL, Trish N9WDG and her daughter Laura
was our youth operator. Jim WD9GXU did over night duty and kept things running for all of
the 24 hours. Moral support was provided by Ron WB9JYZ, Steve K9SGB, Mike N9NNL and
his XYL.

See Back page for Field Day Action Shots!!

Amateur Radio in Bestselling Novel
Matt Schumann, N9OTL

Amateur radio occasionally makes appearances in popular culture in the forms of movies, television
and books. One recent appearance came in the form of a novel titled In Danger’s Path by W.E.B.
Griffin. In Danger’s Path is book eight in “The Corps” series of novels by best-selling police, military
and spy novelist Griffin, this volume focuses on a group of Marines and OSS working together to set
up weather monitoring stations in Mongolia during World War II. This was a task to be taken
seriously as this weather monitoring would become crucial to the American strategies for the longrange bombing of Japan. In the course of the novel, several servicemen with Ham Radio experience
become critical to the planning and success of the mission. The plot also brings Collins Radio
Company into the story as Collins becomes a key tool for the mission to succeed. While a small part
of a much larger story, the amateur radio is tied into the structure of the story well and thus indicates
the importance of amateur radio to the military during the war in a fictional but well researched piece
of fiction. The books are addictive so beware, because if you read this particular novel, you will end
up reading the rest of the series.

Membership supports the Club Station, The Club Repeater, The Website,
The Oscillator and many Club Activities!

W9D Special Event Operation big Success!!
Brian WD9HSY
Well it all went off without a hitch. The W9D Special Event for the 100th Anniversary of the Dixie
Highway is in the books and congrats go all around to those the help out!
We made SSB contacts. We made RTTY and PSK contacts. We made CW contacts. We operated
from the Caboose in Beecher. We operated at the Bunker. And We operated from our Home
Stations. We had a lot of everything, especially FUN.
Mark KA9MDJ operated from the Beecher Train Caboose. He did not have it very easy there, with
the noise, crowds and tourists. The trains alone could have made you deaf! When a train passed by
with its horn blasting, you could not hear yourself think! A passing train horn would blast for an easy
30 secs to a minute as it went past the Beecher Crossing. But he plug along add to the point total
while at the same time give tour information to the people taking a look at the caboose.
Todd KA9IUC operated from the Bunker. Todd knocked of lots of SSB contacts on 40 meters on
Saturday. He managed to work W4WGN, Spike O’Dell the ex-morning man for years on WGN AM
radio. Spike retired down to Tennessee after years at WGN. Todd had a big pileup for most of the
Saturday Bunker run on 40 Meters!
Ed K9EGS operated from home, see his side article on the next page.
Brian WD9HSY operated from his home QTH for W9D and set up the QRZ page for the event. Brian
worked on SSB and a PSK and RTTY. Brian racked up lots of QSO’s even though conditions for the
event were a little strange. Conditions were all over the place with the higher bands closed and some
tough fading issues popping up from day to day. It was fun working, calling, and logging the Stations
Calling W9D. This was a great time for Tri-Town. The QRZ page had more than 3100 hits during the
6 days of operation and many of the people we talked to said they were on the page and didn’t know
how extensive the Dixie Highway was. We did a lot of information giving about its history, the road
rally, and the years we have been participating with Driving the Dixie. Not a hundred percent sure on
the final tallies but he had something like 45 states, 12 DX countries, more than ½ of the Canadian
Provinces, Puerto Rico, and Alaska.
DX Clusters and QRZ.com
What a nice little tool to have! There are DX Clusters out on the internet that report (spot) DX and
Special Event Stations frequencies and mode around the world. This gave our instant location to
hundreds of stations and we had great results. And if things slowed up, we just re-spotted ourselves!
Stations from around the world called us and spotted us too!
QRZ.com let us post W9D and all the info about the event on their database. Take a peek at:
https://www.qrz.com/db/W9D We have had over 3100+ hits on that page before, during and after the
event. I do not know how long the page will stay up as these 1x1 calls (W9D) are recycled and
reissued. This gave Hams instant access to all the Special Event Info, QSL info, and back ground on
the Dixie Highway all on 1 spot.
Thank You to everyone that helped out and operated and a big shout out goes to Trish N9WDG for
being the Certificate Designer and QSL Manager for the event not to mention her efforts along with
Martin WD9JGG working with all the DH committees, towns and Villages! Way to GO All!

W9D - Special Event Station
by Ed Stroh - K9EGS
During the week leading up to Drivin' The Dixie I operated the W9D Special Event Station from my home. I
made quite a few contacts, just under 100 SSB and PSK-31 contacts, and talked with a lot of nice people.
Quite a few of them seemed very interested in the event and were even familiar with Dixie Highway. A few of
them lived within a couple miles of it in various states. This was a great opportunity to get on the air and clear
out a few cobwebs from my transceiver as well as promote the event and our Tritown club and have a little fun
too. As a bonus I should be receiving some QSL cards from those people who choose to send one to me as
well as the club station. I figure that I might even pick up a few new counties verified by operating in this event.
I would encourage you to think about operating in some of these special events just for the fun of it or to just
get on the air to keep somewhat active in the hobby. The bonus is that our club gets promotion too.
Just a side note about operating in special events, I operated during another special event over the 4th of July
holiday. It was called the 13 Colonies Special Event. There were multiple stations operating throughout the
original 13 colonies during the holiday weekend. I made a clean sweep contacting all 13 of the states from the
original 13 colonies. I will be sending in my log sheet to receive a nice certificate for participating in the event. It
was fun to keep active in the hobby and it gave me a goal to work toward. I think that if we have a goal to work
toward that it can motivate us to keep going and keep active instead of letting our radios just sit there idle.

Here is the W9D QSL card we put on the QRZ page

Here are 2 RTTY signals outside the passband (RED)

Brian WD9HSY PSK/RTTY setup on his SDR Radio

Here is the RTTY signal in the Passband and in QSO.

Drivin the Dixie 2015- The 100th Anniversary of the Dixie Hwy
Trish N9WDG
And it did not rain- what a great day it turned out to be- great cars, great weather. Everything went
well for our 10th year providing communications to this event- which this is their 14th year.
Approximately 125 cars were on the course- give or take as there were cars that did not sign up but
joined the group throughout the day. Many thanks to all who volunteered: Tom W9SRV with Westin
and Carter as the Mobile Net Control for the day; Brian WD9HSY who also with Tom did the link with
the repeaters, John N9DWE who also brought along Tommy, KC9YDA, Dan WB9ACN and Sharon
KA9IIT, Jim KB9VR, Randy N9KKN, Pete KE9YX, Ken K9KO and Sandy KA9GMB, Ron WB9JYZ
and Stephen K9SGB, Mark KA9MDJ, and Gary W9GUN. Thank you, Thank you, and Thank you to
all. Special thanks to Martin WD9JGG and all his efforts with attending the meetings and helping with
the logistics. And also to Rob, Laura and Emily who come and help too, they enjoy it as much as I do.

W9D Special Events Station
Trish N9WDG
Well the QSL cards keep coming in - from Australia to Canada and around the US. Many thanks to
Brian WD9HSY, Ed K9EGS and Todd KA9IUC for being operators and to Mark KA9MDJ who set up
a station at the caboose the day of the event with visitors coming in to see what it was all about. Over
600 contacts were made during the weeklong event. As of this writing the certificate is being made to
send out and if you made a contact with W9D please let me know so I can send you one. Todd gets
the big shout out- he made contact with Spike Odell, W4WGN, former radio personality for WGN who
now lives in Tennessee

One of the many cars in the Drivin the Dixie

2015 Tri-Town Upcoming Activities/Events
Nets, Sundays and Wednesdays, 8PM local, on the Club repeater.
July and August,
Sept 18,
October 16,
Nov 20,
December,

No meetings – Vacation & August, Annual Club picnic Host needed!
Meeting, Program suggestions needed.
Meeting, Program suggestions needed and Nomination of 2016 Officers.
Meeting, 8PM, at the Bunker, White Elephant Sale, Show and Tell, Elections.
Christmas Party, details to be Announced

Can Jim do it? Has he still got it? KB9VR to take a Hike!
This is what Jim KB9VR is going to find out on Saturday July 25th. He will attempt to walk from
Monee to Peotone on his 78th birthday. Starting from his home a 9 am, he hopes to wind up at 317
South 3rd Street in Peotone about noontime. This is the address of the house he was born in 1937.
John N9DWE will be his “SAG Wagon.” You can follow along with Jim on the Club Repeater 146.805
with a 107.2 PL. We will be able to talk to Jim and Jim to us during this walk. So tune into the
repeater, give Jim some support, encouragement, tell him some old fart jokes. Jim was asked what
he plans to do on his 80th birthday and he replied, “If I make it this year, I’ll probably stay home and
brag about what I did on my 78th birthday.” Jim’s walk is about 7 miles

One of the many cars in the Drivin the Dixie
Membership supports the Club Station, The Club Repeater, The Website,
The Facebook Page, The Oscillator and many Club Activities!

Amateur Radio Newsline Co-Founder, Bill Pasternak, WA6ITF, SK
A well-known voice in the Amateur Radio news media has gone silent. Bill Pasternak, WA6ITF, of
Santa Clarita, California, died June 11 following a period of ill health. He was 73. Pasternak was cofounder (with Jim Hendershot, WA6VQP) of Amateur Radio Newsline™ (formerly The Westlink
Report) ham radio news webcast and a frequent presence at Amateur Radio conventions. Pasternak
served as Newsline’s managing editor and occasional newscaster for the program. Even while
hospitalized earlier this year, he kept his ear to the ground for news from the Amateur Radio
community, so he could pass it along to those who had taken over Newsline during his illness —
discovered after he broke two ribs in a fall. ARRL Rocky Mountain Division Director Brian Mileshosky,
N5ZGT, got acquainted with Pasternak at the Albuquerque hamfest and in 1997 was named
Newsline’s “Young Ham of the Year” (YHOTY).
“An incredible man, ham, and one of Amateur Radio’s too-few giants, who woke up every day to
make the hobby better for everyone, especially its legacy — youth,” Mileshosky said. “I’ve enjoyed
the energy he put into keeping hams informed via Newsline, and have been honored to give back to
his Newsline Young Ham of the Year Award program, since being asked by him to sit on its judging
panel well over a decade ago.”
ARRL Public Relations Committee Chair Katie Allen, WY7YL, said Pasternak would be missed by
those within and outside the Amateur Radio community. “He truly was one of the good ones,” she
remarked on Pasternak’s Facebook page. “Thank you for sharing your light with us, Bill.”
A Brooklyn, New York, native, Pasternak became a radio amateur in 1959 as WA2HVK and once was
very active on 6 meters. “I love the hands-on approach to ham radio and built my very first transmitter
using parts salvaged from an old Dumont television set,” Pasternak recounted in an online biography.
“It was a modification of a design by Bill Orr, W6SAI, published in his famous Novice and Technician
Handbook. A crystal-controlled, low-power 6 meter AM transmitter that doubled in the final, was
screen grid modulated, and put out almost no output power.”
He eventually got into broadcasting and made his career in television engineering and production. He
retired as a broadcast engineer with KTTV in Los Angeles in 2012 but continued as a broadcasting
consultant.
Pasternak was the spark plug behind the all-volunteer Amateur Radio Newsline bulletin — which was
relayed on repeaters around the US and elsewhere — as well as the creator and administrator of the
annual YHOTY. He was the author of three books and served as a writer/producer on several
educational films and videos, including the award-winning “Amateur Radio Today.” In earlier years, he
wrote the “Looking West” column for 73 Amateur Radio Today Magazine for 26 years and penned a
“VHF, FM and Repeater” column for WorldRadio. He also contributed to broadcast trade publications
as well as to CQ.
He was the only person ever chosen to receive the Dayton Hamvention Special Achievement Award
(1981) and Radio Amateur of the Year Award (1989). In 1995, the League presented him with an
ARRL National Certificate of Merit in recognition of his contributions to the “furtherance of the goals of
the Amateur Radio Service. Survivors include his wife of 43 years, Sharon, KD6EPW.

Membership supports the Club Station, The Club Repeater, The Website,
The Oscillator and many Club Activities!

FCC Chairman, Agreement to Scale Back Field Office Shutdowns
Leaders of the US House Energy and Commerce Committee have reached agreement with FCC
Chairman Tom Wheeler to amend the Commission’s plans — announced in March — to close FCC
field offices. Under the revised plan, the FCC will keep 15 of its 24 field offices open. The plan would
“ensure better rapid response capabilities for the West, provide a mechanism for escalating
interference complaints, improve enforcement of the FCC’s rules against pirate radio operators, and
prevent the Commission from transferring field office jobs to FCC Headquarters,” a Committee media
release said. The FCC has been under pressure from lawmakers and others to step back from the its
plan to close two-thirds of its field offices.
“We found a good solution that makes sense. These changes will keep field offices open in strategic
locations and help ensure that the commission can fulfill its responsibilities to the public and public
safety communities,” said Communications and Technology Subcommittee Chairman Greg Walden,
W7EQI. “This agreement strikes a balance between the important work of FCC field agents and
streamlining field operations to ensure the efficient use of taxpayer dollars. Positive outcomes often
result from collaborative work. This agreement represents just such an effort.”
As a result of the announced agreement a June 11 hearing of Walden’s subcommittee to address the
proposed closings was cancelled. ARRL General Counsel Chris Imlay, W3KD, was among those
prepared to testify at the session.
The closure plans were revealed earlier this year via an apparently leaked internal FCC Enforcement
Bureau (EB) memorandum that indicated Bureau planned to ask the full Commission to cut two-thirds
of its field offices and eliminate nearly one-half of its field agents. At the same time, the Bureau would
develop a so-called “Tiger Team” of field agents as a flexible strike force it could deploy as needed.
After the League learned of the field office closure plans, ARRL CEO David Sumner, K1ZZ,
expressed dismay at the proposals, coming “at a time when the Field staff is facing ever-increasing
challenges.” Sumner also had expressed concern “that there is already no sense of urgency in the
FCC’s enforcement activities targeting spectrum polluters, such as utilities with noisy power lines, or
the few violators in our own ranks.” The League has been working behind the scenes at the FCC and
on Capitol Hill to make a case that more enforcement leads to better compliance in all services.
Under the proposals, initiated last fall, the field office geographic footprint would have been reduced
from 24 sites to 8 sites, with the EB set to “pre-position” equipment in several other strategic
locations. Offices already slated to remain open are New York City; Columbia, Maryland — the site of
the Bureau’s HF Direction-Finding Center; Chicago; Atlanta; Miami; Dallas; Los Angeles, and San
Francisco. The other offices the FCC plans to keep open were not announced.
“Communities across America will continue to be served, even as the Commission becomes more
efficient — it’s a win-win,” said House Energy and Commerce Committee Chair Fred Upton of
Michigan. “It also demonstrates how much we can accomplish when we work together to tackle the
many tough issues we face.”

Facebook https://www.facebook.com/tritownrac
Check out the Club Website: WWW.W9VT.ORG

FCC Invites Comments on Proposed Rules for New LF and MF
Amateur Allocations at 2200 mtrs and 630 mtrs
The FCC is inviting comments on its recent proposals to authorize Amateur Radio operation on two
new bands -- an LF allocation at 135.7 to 137.8 kHz (2200 meters), and an MF allocation at 472-479
kHz (630 meters). Amateur Radio would be secondary on both bands. Comments are due August 31.
Reply comments -- ie, comments on comments filed -- are due by September 30. The FCC allocated
135.7 to 137.8 kHz to the Amateur Service in accordance with the Final Acts of the 2007 World
Radiocommunication Conference (WRC-07). The proposed new allocation at 472 to 479 kHz would
implement decisions made at WRC-12.
“The Commission is proposing service rules for the Amateur Service in the 135.7-137.8 kHz and 472479 kHz bands with the principal goal of enabling sharing of this spectrum among licensed amateur
stations and unlicensed PLC systems,” the FCC said on April 27 in a 257-page Report and Order,
Order, and Notice of Proposed Rulemaking. The combined proceeding addresses three dockets -ET-12-338, ET-15-99, and IB-06-123 -- affecting various radio services in addition to the Amateur
Service. The detailed proposals appeared in The Federal Register on July 2.
With respect to the new 630 meter band, the FCC has concluded that Amateur Radio and PLC
systems “can successfully coexist in the band,” and noted that there has been no reported
interference to PLC operation resulting from experimental operations there. The FCC said PLC
systems and anticipated Amateur Radio use of both 630 meters and 2200 meters “have
characteristics that make coexistence possible.” In general, the FCC wants to hear from the public
regarding power limits, antenna placement and height, and geographical limitations for operation in
the proposed LF and MF allocations. The FCC has said that the “cornerstone” of the technical rules
it’s proposing for both bands is “physical separation between amateur stations and the transmission
lines” carrying PLC signals.
The FCC has said that if it concludes, after considering the record, that Amateur Radio and PLC
systems cannot coexist on 135.7-137.8 kHz, it would “defer the adoption of service rules, and
amateur users will have to continue to use the experimental licensing process to operate in the band.”
In 2012, the ARRL submitted a Petition for Rule Making asking the FCC to allocate 472-479 kHz to
the Amateur Service on a secondary basis and to amend the Part 97 rules to provide for its use.
Several countries, including Canada, already have access to the band.
The FCC said the addition of the new LF and MF allocations “would provide new opportunities for
amateur operators to experiment with equipment, techniques, antennas, and propagation phenomena
but with signals having larger bandwidth and higher power.”
In addition, the FCC has raised the secondary Amateur Service allocation at 1900 to 2000 kHz to
primary, while providing for continued use by currently unlicensed commercial fishing vessels of radio
buoys on the “open sea.” The Commission is seeking comment on technical requirements to govern
operation of the Part 80 radio buoys.
Interested parties may submit comments, identified by ET Docket No 15-99, via the FCC Electronic
Comment Filing System (ECFS). The ARRL will file comments in this proceeding.

Facebook https://www.facebook.com/tritownrac

FCC Dismisses Petitions to Alter Amateur Service Rules
Acting with near lightning speed, the FCC has dismissed two petitions for rule making calling for
separate amendments to the Part 97 Amateur Service rules. Willison H. Gormly, WD0BCS, of Des
Moines, New Mexico, filed both petitions on June 16, and the FCC turned them away on July 1.
Gormly had requested that the FCC amend §97.301(e) of the rules by dividing it into separate subparagraphs for technician and Novice class privileges. He had also asked the FCC to amend
§97.305(c) to authorize spread spectrum emissions in the 2 meter band.
“The rule changes you propose were previously rejected by the Commission,” Scot Stone, deputy
chief of the Mobility Division in the Wireless Telecommunications Bureau, told Gormly in the FCC’s
dismissal letter. “Your petitions do not demonstrate or even suggest that any relevant circumstances
have changed such as to merit reconsideration of these decisions.”
The FCC noted that while §97.301(e) had been divided into two paragraphs in the past, these were
consolidated when the Commission streamlined the rules in 1999. Gormly argued that the present
configuration was confusing, but the FCC pointed out that §97.301 “has been in this arrangement for
a number of years without any reported difficulty.”
Regarding Gormly’s second petition, the Commission noted that it had sought comment in 2004 as to
whether it should expand the bands authorized for spread spectrum to permit such emissions on the
50 MHz, 144 MHz, and 222 MHz bands. Agreeing with the majority of comments, the FCC
subsequently determined that authorizing spread spectrum was not warranted on 6 meters and 2
meters, “because of concerns over the compatibility of spread spectrum emission types and other
Amateur radio operations in those bands,” the FCC explained in its denial letter.
The FCC had said it was concerned about raising the noise floor on the band, with potential adverse
effects on so-called “weak signal” communications or “otherwise affecting experimentation.” The
Commission also had noted that both bands are heavily used for other types of communication.

ARRL 2015 Hurricane Season Webinar Set for July 20
The ARRL will host a 2015 Hurricane Season webinar Monday, July 20, getting under way at 8 PM
EDT (July 21, 0000 UTC). The approximately 90-minute session will address the role of Amateur
Radio during the 2015 Hurricane Season. Anyone interested in hurricane preparedness and response
is invited to attend this online presentation.
Topics will include a meteorological overview of the upcoming season; Amateur Radio station
WX4NHC at the National Hurricane Center: Who We Are and What We Do; ARRL Media and Public
Relations; the Hurricane Watch Net (HWN); the VoIP Hurricane Net, and ARRL coordination and
interface.
The program will include presentations by representatives of the National Hurricane Center and
WX4NHC, the VoIP Hurricane Net, the HWN, the Canadian Hurricane Centre, and the ARRL.
Webinar registration is open to all, but should be of particular interest to radio amateurs in hurricaneprone areas. The webinar will conclude with a Q&A session.
Register online. — Thanks to Mike Corey, KI1U, ARRL Emergency Preparedness Manager

Pattern of Contact Padding Prompts Disqualifications, CQ
Review of All Past Contest Logs
The CQ World Wide Contest Committee said this week that it plans to review all past contest logs,
after its investigation revealed a pattern of routine QSO padding on the part of one top-scoring CQ
World Wide Contest operator. This follows in the wake of the disqualifications of some two dozen
2014 CQ WW SSB contest operators in April, and another 30 contestants in the 2014 CQ WW CW
event. Among the latter group of DQs was the TO7A entry of Dmitry V. Stashuk, UT5UGR, of Kiev,
Ukraine, for unclaimed use of assistance. TO7A had claimed the top Single-Operator, High Power
score.
“During the public discussion around this disqualification, a section of the log on 160 meters was
pointed out as being suspicious,” the committee said. “Further checking revealed a run of 47 QSOs
that were added to the log when TO7A could not be detected on the air by RBN [Reverse Beacon
Network] or SDR recordings. In total, as many as 123 QSOs representing 22 additional multipliers
were padded into the log.” The CQ WW Contest Committee said the “particular pattern” of the
suspicious contacts made it clear that they were added deliberately after the contest to fill in rest or
break periods.
“Radiosport competition is built on a simple foundation — the expectation that all contacts are made
over the air and correctly logged,” the committee said. “Since operations are performed from the
privacy of our stations and without supervision, we all trust that everyone is playing by the same
rules.”
The contest committee subsequently decided to dig more deeply into past contest logs submitted by
UT5UGR, many of them competitive entries, including one for a record continental score, and it
uncovered evidence of log padding going back to 2008, when UT5UGR placed third in the world in
the Single-Operator, High Power category from V31WA in the CQ WW CW.
As a result, CQ has disqualified UT5UGR’s entries in which they detected log padding and removed
them from the official score database. In addition, any entry into a CQ-sponsored contest until July
2020 in which UT5UGR is the operator or listed as a participant will be reclassified as a check log.
UT5UGR’s entries as TO7A into the 2009 and 2010 in the CQ WW SSB, and his 2011 and 2014 CQ
WW 160 Meter Contest SSB entries under his own call sign have been disqualified. In addition to his
2008 V31WA CQ WW SSB entry from 2008, CQ also disallowed UT5UGR’s TO7A 2014 CQ WW
SSB and CW entries, as well as his TO7A entries in the CQ WW CW events in 2011, 2012, and
2013.
“This violation of the trust that underlies radiosport competition cannot be ignored,” CQ said. The CQ
WW Contest Committee has announced that new log checking processes are being developed to
improve the detection of log padding. “We intend to test these methods against all submitted logs
from 2011-2014. If other entries are found to have added unverifiable QSOs, we will address them on
a case by case basis,” CQ said.
“The CQ World Wide Contest Committee is committed to protecting the integrity of the competition as
best as we can,” the CQ post said, adding that it hoped the contesting community would do the same.

Ohio ARES “NVIS Antenna Day” Concludes That the Truth is Up There
Ohio ARES NVIS Antenna Day on April 25 attracted participation from some 100 Buckeye State
stations in an effort to determine which configurations of near-vertical incidence skywave (NVIS)
antenna offer the best results. ARRL Ohio Section Emergency Coordinator Stan Broadway, N8BHL,
said that while the results of the unscientific test were inconclusive, some configurations did seem
superior.
“The goal was simple: Try different antennas, see which work,” Broadway explained. “Each station
was responsible with providing accurate signal reports, so performance could be evaluated. Results
would be tallied and digested in hopes of creating a short list of winners that ARES teams could keep
in their toolboxes.”
Most operation was Field Day-style on 40 meters. “This was not a contest,” Broadway pointed out,
“so, groups gathered not only to test antennas, but to cook out and enjoy each other’s company.” He
said one group had so much fun making contacts on their first dipole that they abandoned any further
antenna work and just had fun.
Groups most frequently deployed simple dipoles. End-fed and longwires were popular too, as well as
a handful of loops. A half-dozen antennas were based on the military AS-2259 design — crossed
inverted Vs with about 10 feet of elevation in the middle. Other designs included antennas erected
above ponds, inverted Ls, and even a Moxon aimed straight up.
“For our operation, there just wasn’t that much difference between the more specialized NVIS designs
and any good antenna,” Broadway concluded. The longwire was among those at the bottom of the
list, with signal reports uniformly 2 or 3 S-units below other choices, according to Broadway. “But
contacts were made, and communication took place,” he added. It’s a very portable antenna too.
Determining the “best” antenna turned out to be harder. Dipoles — flattops or inverted Vs — installed
at lower heights in keeping with NVIS concepts, provided reasonable reports, but erecting them at a
low height didn’t seem to make much difference. If any antenna topped the list, it was those fashioned
after the AS-2259 configuration.
“These all performed very satisfactorily for their owners, and were uniformly given good signal
reports,” Broadway said. “They weren’t 40 dB above the competition, but they were solid.”
While the NVIS antenna experiment had inconclusive results, “we did prove that our hobby can be a
lot of fun, even for the old heads, when we get back to some basics — experimenting, equipment and
team building, and trying our stuff out,” Broadway said. Concluded Jefferson County participant
Gregory Day, N8GD, “After 34 years, ham radio is still fun!”
Ohio ARES is planning an even bigger NVIS event next April, and will extend an invitation to
neighboring ARRL sections to join in.

Facebook https://www.facebook.com/tritownrac
Check out the Club Website: WWW.W9VT.ORG

Geomagnetic Storming of June 22 Reaches Severe Level
Geomagnetic storming reached the G4 — severe — level at 0513 UTC on June 23. The storm began a day
earlier. The NOAA Space Weather Prediction Center (SWPC) said more geomagnetic storming, although
perhaps not quite as severe, could lie ahead.
A coronal mass ejection (CME) that erupted from the sun on June 22 in conjunction with a R2 (Moderate)
Radio Blackout solar flare was expected to arrive on June 24 at 2300 UTC. “This timing bodes well for aurora
watchers in North America,” the SWPC said.
At 1823 UTC on June 22, the active region that produced the event hitting Earth erupted again, and a longduration x-ray flare reached R2 levels, “thus, users impacted by solar flares and users impacted by
geomagnetic storms were each being affected,” the SWPC pointed out. A solar radiation storm continues
unabated, briefly reaching S3 levels.
In an R2 (moderate) event, there is a limited blackout of HF radio communication on the sunlit side of Earth
and a loss of radio contact “for tens of minutes.” Low-frequency navigation signals also can be degraded over
a similar period.
In a G4 event, electrical power systems can experience “widespread voltage control problems,” possibly
tripping some protective systems. For radio amateurs, HF radio propagation can become sporadic, and
satellite navigation degraded for hours at a time. Auroral displays may be visible as far south as Alabama and
California (approximately 45° latitude).
According to the SWPC, the geomagnetic storm began as forecast, quickly ramping up to severe levels. This
followed a G4 storm alert on June 22, after the storm slammed into Earth at 1839 UTC.

OJ0B on Market Reef Logs Hundreds of 2 Meter Moonbounce,
Meteor Scatter Contacts
— Thanks to Martti Laine, OH2BH, and Jarmo Jaakola, OH2BN

The recent Market Reef OJ0B expedition resulted in 462 contacts via 2 meter Earth-Moon-Earth
(EME) and meteor scatter activity with stations on all continents. The activity this month was a
somewhat belated 50th anniversary celebration of the historic first 2 meter EME contact. More than
50 US and Canadian hams were among those that worked OJ0B on 2 meter EME. The OJ0B activity
shut down on June 15 after making more than 8200 contacts on all bands and modes.
Suominen, an early VHF pioneer, was deeply involved in the science of VHF communication and
strongly believed that 2 meter EME contacts — dismissed by experts as being out of reach for radio
amateurs — were indeed possible. His 2 meter EME contact with W6DNG in California proved the
skeptics wrong, scoring more than one VHF “first.”
Departure from Market Reef was reported to have been “challenging.” It took six Zodiac trips to the
boat to transfer all gear, antennas, and operators.
Market Reef (JP90nh) is located between Finland and Sweden. The Finnish Lighthouse Society has
been restoring the Market Reef Lighthouse there, which is now fully automated. Dedicated quarters
on the reef are available for Amateur Radio operation, with power from generators and solar arrays.

Here is a couple of action shots of Pete KE9YX either trying to kill himself on that
ladder or he is trying to straighten out the Oscar Satellite antennas.

Jim WD9GXU working the Phone Bands.

Ed K9EGS knocking out some PSK31 contacts on HF.

Jerry K9PMV doing what he likes best, working CW!
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First Class Mail

Tri-Town Radio Amateur Club Membership Application
Name ______________________________________ Call _____________________

Address ______________________ License Class ___________ ARRL Member Y / N
City, State _____________________ Zip _____________ Phone _______________
Email Address: _______________________________________________________
____ Regular Membership
____ SWL Membership
____ Extra Family Membership

$
$
$

25.00
25.00
6.00

$ _______ Total Paid by Club Member
For Example: Regular Member, with Family (25+6) = $ 31.00

Dues are Due!
Club dues expire the first of the year so 2015 dues are now due. The Board voted to increase the
dues from $20 to $25 for 2015. The increase is due to continued expenses for insurance, repeater
operation and the gradual reduction in membership. Your continued support of the raffles and the
refreshment jar also helps. Dues can be paid at any meeting or sent to the clubs mailing address.
Please include a membership form so we can keep the Club’s roster up to date.

Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/tritownrac
Check out the Club Website: WWW.W9VT.ORG

